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All the sections in the book appear to be good, but those on the stomach and intestines are particularly so; the descriptions are clear and adequately illustrated.
There is not the excess of illustrations that are often just thrown at the reader without any particular selection having been exercised?probably put in because they happened to be in the author's collection?but each illustrates some point and often a number of points. Furthermore, the illustrations are not those superlatively clear ones that can only be produced with the most up-to-date and powerful apparatus, but they are of the clarity that we in India can usually achieve with the apparatus available in the larger hospitals here. The author says that most of the skiagrams have been taken with a twelve-year-old apparatus.
The translation has been a very literal one, and the language is in places very stilted and sometimes actually difficult to follow for this reason. Unnecessarily technical words are used; they are all words that can be found in the medical dictionary, but they could often have been replaced by words of everyday conversation without loss of precision. Surely it is unnecessary to say anamnesis when history is meant.
The author is not dogmatic and makes it quite clear that, the rontgenological findings should be considered in conjunction with the history and the rest of the clinical findings; in some cases more importance will be attached to the rontgenological findings, in others less, but never should they be considered alone, or allowed to override definite contrary clinical findings.
Any physician who has to read rontgenograms will find an authoritative book of this kind almost essential, and we know no other that will serve his purpose so well.
L. E. N.
